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Abstract—This full paper presents an experience report 
describing lessons learnt from innovative practice use of 
technologies in an undergraduate computing capstone course. 
At our school, around fifty-five teams comprising of around 300 
students take this course every year. With fifty-five teams, we 
needed a system to schedule presentations; improve 
communications; collaborate between stakeholders; share 
knowledge; monitor progress; team up students; match students 
to projects; improve grading process; showcase posters; and 
track improvements using analytics. The Learning 
Management Systems (LMS) is great to manage course content 
and grade submission. On the other hand, students are required 
to conduct agile sprint reviews with university internal and 
external stakeholders. The LMS forum requires external 
stakeholders to be registered and adhere to the university terms 
of use. Instead of using the LMS forum, we used a wiki. Wiki is 
a flexible platform used by various stakeholders to collaborate 
and contribute, we used it as a delivery platform for assessment 
as well. However, wiki lacks finer user access control and 
complex workflow features. In our capstone course we need 
workflows to schedule milestone presentations based on 
stakeholder’s changing availabilities; to match students to 
teams using a content-based recommendation system; and to 
showcase project posters. We build custom systems to meet 
these workflow needs by proposing them as capstone course 
projects for our students.  We share the lessons learnt from 
building custom systems. By sharing our experience, we hope to 
support more teachers willing to innovate in their use of 
technology in teaching. 
Keywords—capstone course, learning management systems, 
wiki, workflow, teaching tools.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
In an interview, Dr. Kenneth Green, Founding Director of 
The Campus Computing Project, stated that 75% of Chief 
Academic Officers (CAOs) agree or strongly agree that 
teachers support the role of technology in teaching and 
learning [14]. However, the CAOs estimated that only 14% of 
general education classes use courseware. The actual 
effectiveness of campus IT investments were mixed. Dr. 
Green [9] pointed to two main challenges: research on actual 
impact on learning; and meaningful recognition to teachers 
interested in innovating their instructional methods. He said 
that in many academic departments, there was a fear of trying, 
fostered by the absence of support for innovation.  
Capstone courses had become increasingly diverse in 
approach. Some approaches included providing a workplace 
project experience; a significant paper; and a series of 
culminating activities in a major or an interdisciplinary area. 
The design of a capstone course can involve complex 
interactions between students and external stakeholder; 
institutional and course structures; as well as logistical and 
budgetary constraints. All this can place a significant burden 
on the staff designing and delivering a capstone course [12]. 
Sourcing and aligning external projects were challenging, 
leaving little time to come up with innovative instructional 
methods using technology [4, 8]. Howe et al. [11] surveyed 
522 respondents at 256 institutions on implementation 
strategies for capstone design programs across the U.S. The 
qualitative responses reported that personal success and 
interaction opportunities were the most enjoyable aspect of 
capstone design, while many respondents struggled with 
heavy workload, limited time, and project numbers/funding.  
We believe that innovating the learning environment using 
information technology is essential to manage the learning 
workplace to remove tedious and time-consuming tasks. This 
belief led us to explore ways to reduce the mundane workload. 
This paper shares the experience of a capstone course designer 
using technology to improve the capstone course. We begin 
by describing the IT needs of the capstone course and a 
literature review of similar studies [5, 7, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 25]. It is followed by the IT services provided by our 
university with focus on the wiki collaborative platform. We 
share our experience of three custom build systems for the 
capstone course. In the final section, we summarize the 
technology tool comparisons and lessons learnt. The main 
contribution of this paper is the sharing of our experience from 
exploring the IT services available to and adopted by a 
capstone course. 
II. CAPSTONE COURSE 
The learning outcome for our capstone course is to apply 
what they learn in programming, project management, and 
advance technology courses into building an IT system for an 
industry partner. Students are set to solve a real-world 
problem over one term comprising fifteen weeks. Students 
work together in teams using the agile approach to define the 
problem, develop a solution plan, produce and demonstrate 
an artefact that solve the problem, and present their work. 
Agile approaches value customer collaboration and 
responding to change [3]. Most students adopted a modified 
SCRUM [24] agile approach. Around 55 teams comprising 
of around 300 students take this course every year. To 
coordinate and manage the large cohort, we needed a system 
to schedule presentations; improve communications; 
collaborate between stakeholders; share knowledge; monitor 
progress; team up students; match students to projects; 
improve grading process; showcase posters; and track 
improvements using analytics. The system handles the 
mandate tasks listed above and allow us to focus on the 
teaching outcome, such as standardizing assessment across 
different projects [4] and sourcing for quality projects so 
students can apply the skills they acquired [8]. 
A. Literature Review 
Neyem et al. [17, 18]  at Pontifical University Catholic of 
Chile faced the same problem for their computer science 
capstone course. They created the Educational Software Tool 
(EST) to provide a college-compatible integral project 
tracking solution. The EST is a cloud-based mobile system 
that doubles as a virtual shared workspace where information 
can be shared and exchanged. It allowed cooperative 
authoring, commenting and annotating shared documents as a 
group activity. Other features included software development 
specific features for reporting, requirements gathering, 
knowledge managing, version controlling, messaging, quality 
assurance, file hosting and calendar. The event logs produced 
by EST were used to analyze cooperative team behaviors for 
feedback on the development process and quality of 
deliverable produced by student teams.  
Fan [7] at Penn State Behrend’s Computer Science and 
Software Engineering Department presented an orchestrated 
way to conduct agile sprint reviews in undergraduate capstone 
projects. In order to collaborate with customers and 
responding to change, a sprint review was conducted at the 
end of each sprint to demonstrate and critique the features that 
the development team have completed. The availability of 
stakeholders such as industry partners were unpredictable due 
to their own business commitments and schedules, making it 
hard to schedule meetings. To compensate for this, they used 
a web-based collaboration platform to collect reviews 
asynchronously from different stakeholders. Similarly, Chen 
& Teng [5] at National Central University, Taiwan uses 
meetings-flow system (MFS) for collaborative teamwork and 
organizing meetings for senior software engineering project-
based learning. 
Ohtsuki et al. [18] at Saga University created Automated 
Learning and Evaluation Cycle Support System (ALECSS) to 
automatically check the code submitted by student teams and 
provide feedback on the quality of student code generated by 
the DevOps tools. DevOps is a set of practices that automates 
the processes for software development, testing, deployment, 
release and maintenance [1, 2]. ALECSS integrated the tools: 
Git for version control, Jenkins for continuous integration, Ant 
for building code, JUnit for unit test, Checkstyle for coding 
style checking, and FindBugs for static code analysis. By 
using the data produced by these DevOps tools, it was able to 
provide quicker feedback with more warnings than manual 
checking. However, the paper did not mention integration 
with project management tool such as RedMind into 
ALECSS. It supported grading by the teachers as well. Their 
study focused on software engineer education support system 
utilizing specific DevOps Tools. 
Rao [22] at Miami University’s Computer Science and 
Software Engineering Department experienced significant 
growth of doubling their students in 3 years. This has led them 
to develop an automatic testing and grading software system 
called Code Assessment Extension (CODE) which is a plugin 
to their Canvas LMS. It automates C++ code submission, 
compilation, style checking, functional testing and source 
code annotation for feedback. He analyzed data collected from 
the used of CODE in a system course and found improved 
overall quality of learning outcomes, however instructors are 
concern with student’s reliance on the tool. Auto-grader for 
CS courses is not new. Wilcox’s tool [25] graded Java code. 
Peveler et al’s tool [21] graded code from different 
programming languages but requires a JSON input. 
B. Study Comparisons 
Similar to the examples provided above, we share our 
experience of automating some of the tasks in teaching a 
capstone information systems course. Instead of a custom-
built EST at Pontifical or a web-based collaboration platform 
at Penn State Behrend, we started with an off-the-shelf 
collaborative wiki platform that allowed our capstone 
community, including non-developers such as industry 
partners to access a virtual shared workspace. Teams were 
able to share their project scope from requirements gathering, 
design prototypes, technical architecture and project 
management deliverables. This flexible wiki platform was 
easy for our students to use and required less effort to maintain 
than a custom-built system. Supervisors and industry partners 
were able to do agile reviews after each sprint and contributed 
to the growing knowledge base on our wiki. However, when 
we reached the limitations of a wiki with the need for 
workflows, we proceeded to supplement our wiki using 
custom-built tools, such as a scheduling application, similar to 
MFT at NCU Taiwan. 
In comparison to ALECSS and CODE, our capstone 
projects were not restricted to use specific DevOps tool or 
programming language. ALECSS processed code submitted 
using specific DevOps tools (Git, Jenkins, Ant, Junit, 
Checkstyle and FindBugs). CODE is an automated grading 
system for C++. Majority of our students coded using Java and 
Python. Some coded with C#, PHP, JavaScript, Objective C, 
Ruby, and even Visual Basic. Based on these preferences, 
their choices for integrated development environment (IDE) 
were Eclipse, Netbeans, IntelliJ, Visual Studio, Android 
Studio, XCode, WebStorm, PHPStorm, PyCharm, etc. Most 
students used Git for version control but there were a few who 
used BitBucket, Jira and SourceForge. Similarly, most 
students used Microsoft Project or just a spreadsheet for 
project management. Some used Trello, BaseCamp, Microsoft 
Team or Google Cloud. These flexibilities were partly due to 
the industry partner preferences to choose development tools 
and programming languages. We were unable to follow the 
approach taken by ALECSS and CODE. For this reason, we 
stayed away from building code analysis or automated grading 
tools and focused on specific tools we needed to automate 
scheduling, matching and showcasing.  
C. IT Needs of a Capstone Course 
We used the university provided Learning Management 
System (LMS) to deliver our courseware and for grade 
submission. The wiki collaborative platform is used to 
improve communications, collaborate between stakeholders, 
share knowledge, and monitor team progress. However, to 
schedule presentations, team up students, match students to 
projects, improve grading process, showcase posters and track 
improvements using analytics, we custom build tools. Without 
a budget, we relied on our student software engineers to build 
these tools. In the next section, we describe the IT services 
provided by our university and explain how we used the wiki 
collaborative platform. 
III. UNIVERSITY IT SERVICES 
Most university provide various IT services to aid in 
teaching and research. Our university provides support for 
teaching and learning; classroom and event; communication 
and collaboration; research; electronic document management 
system; event management system; facilities booking system; 
student, teacher and staff portals; integrated student 
information system; iTunes podcast; lecture capture support; 
student course evaluation system; survey tools; wiki 
collaboration platform, etc. [23]. The teaching and learning 
system is an LMS that include content management system 
for courseware; student feedback; grade submission; quiz and 
assignments; forum; etc. 
A. Learning Management System 
The LMS is able to integrate with third-party tools for 
course management, assessment, assignment and even 
customized plugin to do automated code grading as discussed 
by Rao [22]. The course registration system populates the 
LMS with registered students and courses. This makes it very 
convenient to use. The requirement to submit course final 
grades with the LMS helps standardize the grading system 
across the university. However, the forum provided in the 
LMS is insufficient for our needs. Our capstone course 
requires collaborations between students, teachers, industry 
partners, system users and testers. Students are required to 
conduct agile sprint reviews with university internal and 
external stakeholders. The LMS forum requires external 
stakeholders to be registered and adhere to the university 
terms of use. Instead of custom building a cloud-based mobile 
virtual shared workspace [17, 18], or a web-based 
collaboration platform to organize meeting [5] and to collect 
reviews asynchronously [7], we used a wiki platform. 
B. Wiki Collaborative Platform 
Wiki is a flexible platform that allows a community to 
contribute content and users to search for these contents. It 
allows industry partners to advertise projects for students to 
choose. Students were able to share their team and project 
information. The community can share what they learn across 
teams and build a knowledge base. The community was able 
to build their web content easily on their own. With a little bit 
of structure, it can be used to document a capstone project.  
Our decision to use the wiki was supported by the 
following studies. Elgort et al. [6] studied on whether wikis 
could facilitate collaborative learning and positively affect 
student attitudes to group work in the context of an assessed 
group project. The result was encouraging, indicating both 
students and teachers saw value in using wiki as a 
collaboration tool. For the students, it encouraged better 
individual participation and organizing information for group 
projects. For teachers, it contributed to the ease of managing 
and marking student work in group project. However, for 
students who prefer to work individually, wiki may not 
improve participation. Neumann et al. [15] conducted an 
experiment on whether wiki promote collaborative learning 
among students. One group jointly write a report using wiki 
and another group communicated in a report they wrote 
individually. The wiki approach produced higher engagement 
with other students, cognitive engagement, and class 
attendance than the individual approach. Similar to the 
findings by Elgort et al., individual preference on working in 
groups may not be influenced by wiki. 
Our university uses MediaWiki to create a wiki for each 
course. Each team populated their wiki pages with project 
information. We suggested a dashboard home page for each 
team; a team page with roles and responsibilities; a project 
overview page with description, scope, stakeholders, X-factor, 
and outcome; a project management page containing 
schedule, risks and project metrics; and a documentation 
repository for meeting minutes, diagrams, wireframes and 
user test documentation. The wiki can store both text and 
images. While many teams wanted to have an ecstatically 
pleasing page, putting their text in images result in difficulty 
in searching for the text. Fig. 1 shows the wiki home page and 
fig. 2 shows the wiki project scope page for team Orange. Note 
that details in the figures are not relevant. It illustrates the 
ecstatically pleasing pages with text in images that cannot be 
searched. 
 
Fig. 1. Team Orange Home page. 
 
Fig. 2. Team Orange Project Scope page. 
The team wiki pages were used to communicate progress 
as well as deliverables for grading when a milestone was 
reached. Some teams updated their wiki only when reaching a 
milestone while others updated theirs routinely. Each page 
included a version history log to deter students from 
sabotaging another team’s page. The log was used to see if a 
team updated before each milestone or updated routinely as 
desired. As the wiki content grew, we began to use it for other 
purposes, such as scheduling presentations. 
There were two drawbacks for using the wiki. The course 
wiki home page was only editable by the teacher, and the rest 
of the pages were editable by users with university accounts. 
Finer access control required the teacher to enter each external 
user and to remove edit rights for each team page. Adding and 
removing individual users can be tedious. This was where the 
LMS or a google site might be more suitable. The second 
drawback was that wiki was not designed to enforce a 
workflow. Although it was possible to build a workflow using 
wiki, specific customization for the capstone course was 
required. Wiki can create content, name objects, control 
versions, manage rights and combine text and images. But a 
wiki-based workflow would need an application-based state 
and workflow management [15]. 
IV. CUSTOM BUILD TOOLS 
We needed a workflow system to schedule milestone 
presentations and to match student teams to projects. We 
proposed two custom build systems for our capstone course 
students. The scheduling system allowed teams to book 
presentations slots. The matching system matched projects to 
student teams. Team Turquoise worked on the scheduling 
system and team Lavender worked on the matching system. 
The scheduling system was successfully deployed since 2013 
and still in used. This single purpose system required a simple 
upgrade in 2016 and worked well since without any need to 
recode. The course coordinator will setup the student teams 
every term for students and reviewers to schedule their 
acceptance, midterm and final presentations. A TA and 
instructor may need to launch the scheduling process in a rare 
occurrence that the system unexpectedly shuts down. The 
matching system was deployed in 2014 and used for about a 
year. Students revert back to using the wiki and we decided it 
needed a revamp. 
Team Sapphire took over the matching system in 2015. 
They worked on various enhancements and added a custom 
grading function. Unfortunately, adding too many 
enhancements resulted in a system that was hard to maintain 
and use. Our final custom build tool design posters for 
showcase on a website. Team Amber worked on this project 
in 2017 and it we used for a couple of years.  These custom-
built tools meet specific needs compare to commercial 
project/team management tools such as Slack or Trello. The 
following subsections explains the scope of each custom build 
system and the lessons learnt. 
A. Scheduling System 
Scheduling presentations for 25 teams each term based on 
the changing availability of each student, supervisors and 
reviewers can be a daunting task. Our university uses 
Microsoft Outlook with calendar or Microsoft Teams to help 
book appointments. However, not every teacher or students 
updated or used this calendar. So, we started using the wiki 
with open slots for student to book. The wiki booking page 
was editable by all 300 students. The version log was 
supposed to deter students from overriding each other’s 
bookings. However, it didn’t work well and tracking the logs 
was difficult. We tried to encourage teacher and students to 
update their Outlook calendar but found that they preferred to 
use a single event scheduling tool instead of using a different 
calendar or sharing their personal calendar. Thus, we 
commissioned the development of a custom build scheduling 
system. This system included constraints specific to our 
capstone course, such as features to set a booking window for 
each milestone, set the time duration for each presentation 
slot, set the unavailable slots, set the required participants in 
each presentation and set the approval process by various 
stakeholders to confirm the presentation slot. 
Team Turquoise worked on the scheduling system. They 
gathered the As-Is workflow and designed a To-Be workflow, 
shown in fig. 3 and 4 respectively. The As-Is workflow shows 
a loop of emails to get an agreed presentation slot between the 
project team and supervisor/reviewers. The To-Be workflow 
shows the approval process based on available time slots of 
the specific supervisor/reviewer to be selected by the teams 
when the booking window opened. This customized approval 
process by the relevant stakeholders would need to be 
customized as well if we had. used the recommended Outlook. 
The solution asked teachers to enter their available slots for 
teams to book. The coordinator chose the milestones, 
attendees, duration and the booking window. A change in 
schedule will automatically notify relevant participants of the 
change. Fig. 5 shows the teacher view of the scheduling 
system with the teacher availability for each slot. 
 
Fig. 3. Team Turquoise As-Is workflow. 
 
Fig. 4. Team Turquoise To-be workflow. 
 
Fig. 5. Team Turquoise Scheduling System from teacher’s perspective. 
Scheduling presentations used to take up to months with 
cancellations and inconsistent status that resulted in missing 
participants. This project was the most successful system that 
we custom built and is still in use now. This success was 
mainly due to the simple and useful functionality that created 
high value for the course. We avoided asking for more 
enhancements. A possible enhancement was to incorporate a 
scheduling optimization algorithm to list possible presentation 
slots based on the availability constraints and allow 
stakeholders to vote on. Instead of adding to the scope, we 
conducted security, quality and user tests on the system before 
production. In compliance with personal data protection, a 
login system for each user role were carefully managed to 
avoid revealing schedules for unrelated teams. A code 
walkthrough was conducted to avoid trojan code and 
venerable code injection when processing input data. 
B. Matching System 
The matching system was initially proposed to replace part 
of the wiki. The system matched students to teams, teams to 
projects, and teachers to teams. Other functions included 
invitations, notification and a feedback system. Team 
Lavender worked on the matching system. The large scope 
delayed the deployment to after the midterm. We tested using 
teaching assistants and other teams. Although students tried to 
use the deployed matching system, we learned that they were 
more comfortable forming teams on their own. After one year, 
few students continued to use the matching system. 
Team Sapphire took over the matching system to try to 
revitalize its usage. The system allowed students to update 
their profile with proficiency of skills. This was used to form 
teams as well as match projects with the required skills. The 
algorithm for matching used a content-based recommendation 
system for jobs [10]. While this was an interesting problem, 
the algorithm was good only if it had good data. Student teams 
preferred to scan the list of projects to choose from instead of 
entering their skills with proficiencies. Similarly, not all 
industry partners were knowledgeable in IT and some were 
not be able to list the required skills. Based on these findings, 
team Sapphire realized that matching teams to projects was 
better done manually and removed this from the scope. Instead 
of a skill matching algorithm, team Sapphire built the system 
so industry partners can comment on the project to avoid 
repeated questions from multiple teams. 
While empathizing with the students, team Sapphire 
received feedback that students would like immediate 
feedback from teachers when grading their presentations. Our 
university LMS has a grading system where teachers can enter 
component grades such as presentation milestones. However, 
teachers did not like to use the LMS to submit comments on 
component grades. So, team Sapphire developed a teacher 
grading system using our customized capstone course grading 
rubric with fields for comments. Students wanted to have 
immediate feedback, but some teacher were not comfortable 
entering grades into any system. They preferred to use Word 
or even hardcopy to write their comments. This conflict was 
further studied. The teachers concerns were more with the 
type of comments we collected and released to students. 
Although we tested the system with teachers in a live grading 
milestone, teachers decided not to use the system.  
C. Poster Showcase System 
The school portal was used to communicate about the 
school, its events, research, programs and curriculum. We 
employed a web administrator to manage the portal content to 
showcase research and course projects. When students 
prepared their posters, it can lead to two issues. Students used 
a variety of tools such as Photoshop, PowerPoint, 
CorelDRAW, etc. It was hard to keep consistency in fonts, 
images, layout and colors. The second issue was that not all 
students were poster designers. They complained that it took 
up a lot of effort to come up with good posters. We proposed 
a Poster showcase system to manage consistency and make it 
easy to design a poster. 
Team Amber worked on the poster showcase system 
which included a poster design canvas that allowed flexible 
drag and drop of images with text in multiple fonts and colors. 
The administrator created a template poster with specific fonts 
and layout. Students chose from multiple templates with a 
consistent layout. They cut and pasted the text; and dragged 
and dropped images to customize the template. Fig. 6 shows 
the preview of a template. This system collected project 
information such as team names, project description, team 
photos, industry type, company name, technology used, and X 
factor. This information was automatically added to the poster 
based on the template fields. This reduced the effort and time 
students needed to create a poster. The project information can 
be displayed for analysis. Fig. 7 shows the poster dashboard 
with statistics in terms of industry type and sponsor type. The 
completed poster is stored for each team and display for the 
public to view with search features. Fig. 8 shows the poster 
showcase page. 
 
Fig. 6. Team Amber Showcase System Poster template. 
 
Fig. 7. Team Amber Showcase System Industry Dashboard. 
 
Fig. 8. Team Amber Showcase System Posters. 
It was hard to strike a balance between providing a flexible 
poster designer and a consistent look and feel. While we 
wanted to restrict the design to the template layout and reduce 
student effort, some students still preferred to use their favorite 
design tools. The system was flexible enough for teams to 
choose from a template or to upload their own designed poster. 
This may still cause some inconsistent layout. An 
enhancement is to include an approval workflow for uploaded 
posters. 
V. LESSONS LEARNT 
With a growing in-take of IT students, automating the 
project management tasks for a capstone course is increasingly 
important. We explored the use of off-the-shelf LMS and wiki 
collaborative platform to track projects and aid project 
reviews. We explained the pros and cons of LMS and wiki, 
then we share our lesson learnt from building three custom 
systems to manage projects and teaching tasks. 
LMS may not fit some of our capstone course needs. 
However, having the official LMS which contains real-time 
data of student class registration and grade submission does 
make it convenient [23]. Wiki is an excellent collaborative 
platform that is used by many teachers to build a community 
of knowledge base [6, 15]. But it lacks workflow features for 
complex communication [16] and finer user access control 
requires tedious work to import student class registration and 
external user data. We implemented scheduling, matching and 
showcase system to meet our capstone course specific needs. 
However, there were risks building a system from scratch. The 
tools we used automate the tasks our students are required to 
perform, thus allowing our students to spend time focusing on 
the learning outcome. 
The lessons learnt is keep to simple functionalities with 
clear value for all users. This lesson may sound simple, but it 
was not obvious during the project. The scheduling system 
reduced the effort to schedule presentation slots. Its approval 
workflow was implemented quickly. Instead of enhancing it 
with a scheduling algorithm, we did security, quality and user 
testing. This lesson could have been applied to our matching 
system. The matching system matches the student skill sets to 
the project required skill. It seemed like a great project to 
apply our student knowledge in content-based 
recommendation system. However, understanding user needs 
can be more important than taking the opportunity to apply 
student technical knowledge. Students preferred to search for 
a project instead of providing their skill sets. Some industry 
partners did not have technical knowledge to select the right 
technical skill sets required in their project. Without good data, 
the recommendation system did not work well. This real-life 
lesson is a recurring lesson our student feedback during 
reflection on capstone projects. 
Another real-life lesson is managing conflicting user 
needs. In the teacher grading system, an added scope to the 
matching system, students wanted immediate grade feedback 
after a milestone presentation. However, teachers were 
uncomfortable giving immediate comment feedback using an 
online system. In the poster showcase system, the coordinator 
wanted a consistent layout, but some students wanted more 
flexibility to design their posters. We were able to come up 
with compromises: the teacher grading system allowed 
teachers to manage the release of their comments and the 
poster showcase system allowed those students who prefer to 
design using their favorite tool to upload their posters without 
using the template. Table 1 summarized the technology used 
in our capstone course and their pros and cons. Table 2 
summarized the custom-built tools used in our capstone 
course and lessons learnt from them. 
TABLE I.  PROS AND CONS OF TECHNOLOGY USED 
Tools Pros Cons 
LMS 1. University standard for 
content management, 
student feedback and 
grade submission. 
2. University populated real-
time data of student class 
registration is convenient. 
1. Features that is not 
customized for capstone 
course use. 
2. Forum requires external 
stakeholders to be 
registered and adhere to 
the university terms of 
use. 
Wiki 1. Flexible platform that 
allows a community to 
easily collaborate and 
share knowledge. 
2. Users can search easily. 
3. With a little structure, it 
can be used to document 
capstone projects and 
monitor progress.  
4. Wiki log can check for 
desired team’s routine 
updates instead of all 
updates before a 
milestone. 
5. For students, it encourages 
better individual 
participation and 
organizing information for 
group projects. 
6. For teacher, it contributes 
to the ease of managing 
and marking student work 
in group project. 
1. While searching text on 
wiki is convenient, our 
student like to add text 
into their images that 
they upload on their 
wiki pages. Text in the 
images are not 
searchable. 
2. Finer access control 
required the teacher to 
enter each external user 
and to edit rights for 
each team page. 
3. Wiki-based workflow 




4. For students who prefer 
to work individually, 





1. Features are customized 
for specific capstone 
course needs. 
2. Reduce administrative 
tasks of managing multiple 
projects. 
1. Ensuring security, 
quality and usability are 
necessary before 
production. 
2. Maintenance cost is 
more compare to off-
the-shelf system. 
The learning outcome for our capstone course is to apply 
what students learnt in their foundation and senior courses in 
a real problem to implement a system. In the custom-built 
systems, student teams learnt that technical skills to build the 
systems is only part of the solution. Sometimes, it is tempting 
to try to apply the latest technically challenging solution such 
as a scheduling optimization algorithm or a content-based 
recommendation algorithm for jobs. However, building an 
elegant solution that is not in used is just as bad as not building 
the system. The two real-life lessons: simple functionalities 
with clear value for all users and managing conflicting user 
needs can sometimes define the success of the system being 
built. In our capstone course, our students continuously 
feedback that these real-life experiences are what they learn 
from the project-based course. These learning reflections is 
part of the learning goals that will help them when they 
commerce on their working career. 
By sharing our experiences, we hope to encourage more 
course designers to explore various IT services and avoid 
pitfalls we faced. As we try out new approaches, the never say 
die attitude is necessary to eventually lead to innovation. 
Academic departments and the teaching community through 
conferences allow discussions and support for these 
endeavors. 






1. Simple and useful functionality that created high 
value for the course. 
2. It is important to start the project with essential 
functions to create a usable MVP (calendar UI) and 
add more features only when  time permits 
(scheduling algorithm). 
3. Test security, quality and usability before production. 




1. Student projects require careful management of 
project scope (An MVP to test early, before midterm 
to get buy in from students)  
2. It was important to understand the needs of various 
users (course coordinator, industry partner and 
student teams). 
3. Balance conflicting requirements. Coordinator 
wanted a content-based recommendation matching 
system. Student preferred to choose project instead of 
listing their skills sets and some industry partners are 
unable to supply skills required for the project. 
4. Focus on needs over technology beauty. Applying the 
content-based recommendation system allow students 
to apply what they learnt but if there are no good data, 




1. Balance conflicting requirements. Student wants 
immediate feedback on their grades while teachers 
are uncomfortable with releasing their grading 




1. Compromise when faced with conflicting user needs. 
Students wanting a simple poster design system. 
Coordinator wanting consistency in the posters 
produced by the students. The compromise uses 
template for consistency but still allow students to 
upload their posters using their favorite tool. 
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